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T H E  D E S I G N  I S S U E T H E  D E S I G N  I S S U E

crave seeing green, or just feeling the breeze, or having the right 

kind of sunshine on you. It’s all so critical to making a space 

livable.”

B R I G H T  I D E A

Since downtime and work time are one and the same for Arielle, one 

day she was daydreaming at her desk. “I thought, ‘Wouldn’t it be great 

to offer people designs that have an architect feel, for those who can’t 

afford an architect’s services?’ They can still get a cool little house that 

comes with a great building envelope.” 

Inspired by the tiny house trend, these ready-made designs would 

have a minimal footprint. She bounced the idea off of wordsmith 

Arnold, who has a sports journalism background. “He said, ‘Wouldn’t 

it be great if, instead of building a metropolis, you built a micropolis of 

all of these little houses?’” 

The name stuck, and now she sells the collection of modern “small 

home” plans (all 150 to 1,500 square feet) for $2,000 and up. “I never 

expected to get any interest in the Micropolis houses,” Arielle says. “I 

started drawing them for myself, and then people started liking them.” 

She humbly shifts the Micropolis attention from her design 

ingenuity to a cultural trend. “It shows that people are searching 

for smaller choices,” she says. “They’re willing to try. I think 

people are getting tired of, say, paying heating and cooling bills 

for spaces they don’t use.” Plus, when you build small you can 

maximize quality. “I love doing smaller houses because you can put 

more money into the goodies. You can get better windows, more 

windows, higher quality exterior materials.” 

A N  E S C A P E 

To recharge, Arielle and Arnold travel. “That’s our main hobby,” 

Arielle says. “It’s work, work, work, and then take off and go 

someplace great. It’s really inspiring – I think traveling is invaluable.” 

Of course, trips are almost always planned around seeing a 

city’s architecture. “There’s a quote about architecture being 

the fertilizer of our lives,” she says, just after listing her other 

hobbies as cooking and growing produce like heirloom tomatoes. 

“Architecture is a way to be a great, big, juicy tomato. It does – it 

feeds us.” – Jessie Ammons �

PAYING 
HOMAGE
Among Arielle’s design 

heroes are the mentors from 

her young architect days. 

“I’m grateful for my teachers 

in architecture school,” she 

says. “They were all so smart 

and good. Frank Harmon, 

especially. I felt really close 

to him.” 

     And then there’s her 

father, the late noted 

modernist architect Jon 

Condoret. “Of course, I love 

my dad,” she says. “My dad 

was my best friend. Getting 

to work with him was so 

wonderful. He was generous 

with his time, teaching me 

things and taking me on job 

sites. I’m so grateful for that. 

I miss him so much.”
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